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plicative orders, then we show that the algebra of invariants U(Fm(29)) 6 is not 
finitely generated. If all eigenvalues of g are of the same order and 29 is a 
subvariety of the variety ~c~ of all nilp0tent of class c-by-abelian algebras for 
some c >__ 1, then the algebra of invariants i finitely generated. On the other hand, 
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INTRODUCTION 
If we restrict the commutative invariant theory to the study of the 
algebra of fixed points of a linear group acting on the polynomial algebra 
K[x l , . . . ,  X,n] over a field K, there are several possible ways for noncom- 
mutative generalizations depending on different points of view on the 
polynomial algebra. Taking into account he Noetherianity of the polyno- 
mial algebra, one may consider either left or weakly Noetherian finitely 
generated noncommutative algebras, where the algebra is weakly Noethe- 
rian if it satisfies the ascending chain condition for two-sided ideals. The 
theorem of Montgomery and Small [13] gives that for every finitely 
generated left Noetherian algebra R and every finite group G of algebra 
automorphisms of R, the algebra of fixed points R a is finitely generated. 
In particular, since the universal enveloping algebra U(L) of a finite 
dimensional Lie algebra L is Noetherian (see e.g. [2, Chap. 1, Sect. 2.6, 
Proposition 6]), one immediately obtains the finite generation of U(L) a 
for any finite dimensional Lie algebra L and any finite group G of 
automorphisms. On the other hand, one may emphasize the fact that the 
polynomial algebra is free in the class of all commutative algebras and may 
consider a noncommutative rsion of invariant heory of linear groups 
acting on free associative algebras and on relatively free associative alge- 
bras (which are free, respectively, in the class of all associative algebras 
and in a given variety of algebras) as well as invariant heory of linear 
groups acting on (relatively) free Lie algebras. In order to simplify the 
exposition in the short survey given below, in this paragraph we assume 
that the base field is of characteristic 0, all (relatively) free algebras are of 
finite rank m _> 2, generated by the set X,, = {Xl,..., Xm}, that the finite 
group G acts linearly on the vector space with basis X m and has more 
than one element. Concerning (relatively) free nonabelian Lie algebras, 
the algebra of invariants is never finitely generated (see Bryant [3] for the 
free Lie algebra nd Drensky [6] for relatively free algebras). The result of 
Dicks-Formanek [4] and Kharchenko [10] gives that, for the free associa- 
tive algebra K(X  m }, the algebra of invariants K(X  m }G is finitely gener- 
ated if and only if G is a cyclic group acting by scalar multiplication. The 
picture is more complicated when we consider the question when the 
algebra of invariants F(23) G is finitely generated, where Fro(23) is a 
relatively free algebra in a variety of associative algebras 23. By a result of 
Kharchenko [11], it turns out that for a fixed variety 23 this holds for every 
finite group G if and only if every finitely generated algebra of 23 is 
weakly Noetherian and there are many conditions on the variety 23 
equivalent to this (see the surveys by Formanek, Drensky, and Kharlam- 
povich-Sapir [9, 7, 12]). Especially intriguing is the invariant heory of 
groups acting on generic k x k matrix algebras (which are relatively free 
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algebras in the variety ~k  generated by the algebra of k × k matrices). 
We shall mention only the result of Fisher-Montgomery [8] which, to- 
gether with [5], was the starting point of our considerations in the present 
article. If the field K is infinite and G = (g) is a finite cyclic group of 
order invertible in K, and g is not a scalar matrix, then the algebra 
F,n(~A2k) c is not finitely generated for sufficiently large k and, provided g 
has eigenvalues of different multiplicative orders, Fm(9)2k) 6 is not finitely 
generated for any k > 2. 
The purpose of the present paper is to combine the considerations for 
universal enveloping algebras of Lie algebras with those on relatively free 
algebras. We consider the algebras of invariants of finite cyclic groups 
acting linearly on universal enveloping algebras of nonnilpotent relatively 
free Lie algebras. As in the case of generic matrices, if the order of 
G = (g)  is invertible in the infinite field K and 2]3 is a variety of Lie 
algebras which is not locally nilpotent (i.e., 29 possesses finitely generated 
nonnilpotent algebras), then the finite generation of the algebra of invari- 
ants of the universal enveloping algebra U(Fm(29)) of the relatively free 
Lie algebra Fro(29) depends on the multiplicative orders of the eigenvalues 
of the matrix g. If g has two eigenvalues of different orders, then 
U(Fm(29)) G is not finitely generated. On the other hand, if the eigenvalues 
of g are of the same order but g is not a scalar matrix, there still exist 
varieties H such that the algebra U(Fm(H)) c is not finitely generated but, 
nevertheless, the algebra U(Fm(29)) 6 is finitely generated for varieties of 
Lie algebras which may be considered close to abelian. For example, the 
finite generation holds when 29 is a subvariety of the variety 92c9~ of 
nilpotent of class c-by-abelian Lie algebras. In the case of fields of 
characteristic 0 this means that 29 satisfies all polynomial identities of a 
finite dimensional solvable Lie algebra. 
1. EIGENVALUES OF DIFFERENT ORDERS 
Let K be an arbitrary infinite field of any characteristic and let L m be 
the free Lie algebra of rank m > 1 generated over K by the free 
generators Xl,..., x m. Sometimes we shall also use x, y, or z for the 
generators. We shall use left normed notation for the commutators in Lm, 
i.e., 
[ul,uz] = ul(adu2) [ul . . . .  ,Un_l,Un] = [ [Ul , . . . ,Un_ l J ,  Un]. 
We shall now introduce some standard notation. For references and 
background on varieties of Lie algebras see Bahturin [1]. For any Lie 
algebra L with an ordered basis el, e2,.., the Poincar6-Birkhoff-Witt 
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theorem gives that the universal enveloping algebra U(L)  of L has a basis 
e~l ... as e, , a i > 0, and the defining relations of U(L)  are the same as the 
relations [ei, ej] = Y'.a~ek, a~ ~ K,  between the basis elements of L (i.e., 
U(L)  is isomorphic to the homomorphic image of the free associative 
algebra K(X l , . . . , x  m) modulo the ideal generated by all [xi, x fl - 
Zakxe) .  We shall denote by Fm(fg3) the relatively free algebra of rank m 
in the variety of Lie (or associative) algebras ~ assuming that Fm(Y29) is 
generated by the same variables x I . . . .  , x m as  L m. We need the infinity of 
the field K in order to guarantee that the algebra Fm(Y29) is a multigraded 
vector space. The main results of this paper are valid also for finite fields 
and varieties of Lie algebras with multigraded relatively free algebras (e.g., 
defined by multilinear polynomial identities). In particular 912 is the 
metabelian variety of Lie algebras defined by the polynomial identity 
[[Xl ,  X2] , [X3,  X4]] = 0. It is well known that Fro(912) = Lm/L"  has a basis 
x 1, x 2 . . . .  , X m,  [X i  1, X i2 , ' ' . ,  Xin],  il > i 2 <_ i 3 <_ . . . ,  < i n, 
n =2,3 , . . . .  
Ordering the above commutators in an arbitrary way, by the Poincar6- 
Birkhoff-Witt theorem, the universal enveloping algebra U(Fm(II2)) 
has a basis consisting of the elements, 
s 
x~l "'" xam j=lI--I [Xil, Xi 2 . . . . .  X i J  il > i2 -- < "'" __<'tkj, (1.1) 
and has the defining relations 
[[Xi l ,  Xi2 . . . . .  x is l , [x j l ,  X j2 , . . . ,X j t ] ]  ----- O, 
i 1 > i 2 < "'" < i, ,  J1 > J2 < "'" <-Jr" 
Let  V m = span{x1, xz , . . . ,  Xm} be the vector space with basis X 1 . . . .  , X m. 
The natural action of the general inear group GLm(K)  on Vm can be 
extended iagonally on L m and hence also on the relatively free Lie 
algebra Fm(~g3) and its universal enveloping algebra U(Fm(f29)). In the 
sequel we shall be interested in the algebra of invariants. 
U(F~(~[9)) 6 = {f~ U(Fm(~9) ) Ig ( f )  =f  for everyg ~ G}, 
where G is any subgroup of GLm(K) .  In particular, we shall handle the 
case when G = (g)  is a cyclic subgroup of GL m of finite order n 
invertible in K. Since we are interested in the finite generation of the 
algebra of invariants, as in the proof of the main result of [8] (see also 
[5, Corollary 2.4]) we may assume that the field K is algebraically closed 
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and, changing linearly the free generators of L m, we may assume g to be 
a diagonal matrix. 
We shall suppose first that g has two different eigenvalues. In [8], the 
key step in the proof that, under these assumptions, the algebra of 
invariants Fm(Y.~k )c; in the associative generic matrix algebra Fm(Y2~ k) is 
never finitely generated whenever k > 2, was that the k × k matrix 
algebra does not satisfy a polynomial identity of the form p(x, y) = xlyNx 
+ yql(x, y)+ q2(x,y)y = 0, where l and N are positive integers and 
qi(x,y) ~K(x ,y ) ,  i = 1,2. In our case the analogue statement is not 
true. For example, the universal enveloping algebra U(F2(II2)) satisfies the 
defining relation [[x,y,y],[y,x]]- 0 which is of the considered form. 
Hence, we need some more complicated arguments to find some infinite 
set of polynomials of special form which do not vanish on the universal 
enveloping algebra• 
Let K[~I , ~2, ~3, 9)2] be the polynomial algebra in four commuting 
variables and let C be its factor algebra modulo the ideal generated by ~2, 
£1 ~3, and £3 2. In other words, C is the free K[ £2, ~/2] -m°dule of rank 3 
generated by 1, ~1, £3. Let also A be the subalgebra of C generated by 
£1, £3 and which, as a vector space, has a basis consisting of 1, £1, £3. Of 
course, we may consider C as a free A-module freely generated by the 
monomials of K[ £2, ~/2 ]- Let M be the vector subspace of C spanned by 
the elements 
~2a+1 2b.'- .,-2a+l 2b.,- .'-2a 2b+1~ .,-2a 2b+1,,- 
2 72 g l ,  g2 72 ~73, g2 772 ~'1, g2 7/2 g3, 
2a 2b ~2 g~2 (2~2 -- (2a + 1)(¢1 + ~3)) ,  
~2a+l 2b+I (2~2 _ (2a + 2)(~1 + ~3)), 2 "172 
a, b > 0. Obviously, the generating elements of M are linearly indepen- 
dent over K and M is invariant under multiplication with E1 and ~3. For 
example, 
~1 ~- 2a+ 1 2b~- • g2 712 •1 = 0 ,  
because £2 = 0 in C and 
~1. e2a+lT/2b+ 1(2¢2 -- (2a + 2)(£1 + e3)) ----- zg 2,~ .,-2a+e722b+ ~1 ~ M. 
Thus M is an A-submodule of C and we may consider the factor module 
C/M. Let R be the set of 3 × 3 matrices with entries as shown below 
K + K~I K[ s¢2, r/2](K + K~I ) C/M 
R = 0 K[ ~:2, r12 ] K[~2,rl2](K+Krla ) 
0 0 K + K~3 
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Multiplying formally two elements 
3 3 
r = ~ r i je i j  , S = E s i je i j  ~ R, 
i , j= l  i , j= l  
the e13-entry in the product rs belongs to A.  R /M and is well-defined, 
hence R is an algebra. 
LEMMA 1.1. The Lie subalgebra of the algebra R generated by the elements 
x = ¢aell + ~2e22 q- ~3e33,  y = ~2e2z, z = e12 + e23 
satisfies the metabelian identity. 
Proof. Since every (associative) product of elements of R with three 
appearances of  z is equal to 0 and x and y are diagonal matrices, it is 
sufficient to show that the commutators 
[ [ z ,x , . . . , x ,y , . . . , y ] , [ z ,x , . . . , x ,y  . . . .  , y ] ]  
= [z(adalx)(adbly), z(adazx)(adbzy)] 
are equal to 0 for all al, aa, bl, b a >_ 0. Direct calculations how that 
z(adax)(adby) = rl~(( C2- ~l)ae12- ( -1 )b (  so3- ¢2)ae23) 
= - - < - ae le  ), 
w = [z(a&ix)(adb'y),z(a&:x)(adb:y)] 
-~. ~,+a2-1, '~b21+b2(((--1)al+bl -- ( - -1 )a2+bz)~ 2 
- ( ( -1 ) " l+b la2_  ( -  
--((--1)a'+blal--(--1)a2+b2ae)e3)e13. 
If  the integers a I + b~ and a 2 + b 2 are of  the same parity, then 
0 =- (a  I + bl)  + (a  2 + b2) = (a  1 + a2) + (b 1 + b2) (rood2) 
and a 1 + a 2 and bl + b 2 are also of the same parity. Hence 
W = ( - -1 )a l -{ -b l (a l  -- a2) -dalWa2-1~bl+b2( s2 ',2 t ~, - ~3)e,3 = 0 
~-a b( because g2~2 ~1 -- ~3) ~ M when a = a 1 + a 2 1 and b = b~ + b 2 are 
of  different parity. Similarly, if a I + b 1 and a 2 + b 2 are of  different parity, 
then 
w = (--1)a'+/'*~l+a2-1r/2b'+b2(2~2 -- (a  I + a2) (~ , + ~3))e13 = 0 
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~2 7/2(2~2 -- a(~l + ~3)) ~ M for a = a 1 + a 2 and b = b 1 because again a- 1 b 
+ b2 of different parity. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let p > 1, q > 1. Then for every two polynomials 
ft(x, y), fz(X, y) in the universal enveloping algebra U(F2(922)) of the free 
metabelian Lie algebra Fz( 92 2) generated by x and y, the polynomial 
f (  x, y) = xP+ lyqx + yf,( x, y) + f2( x, y)y 
is different from O. 
Proof. Let f(x, y) = 0 in U(F2(922)). Since the algebra U(F2(922)) is 
multigraded, we may assume that fa, f2 are multihomogeneous of degree 
p + 2 with respect o x, and q - 1 with respect o y. Considering f(x, y) 
as an element of the universal enveloping algebra of the free metabelian 
Lie algebra of rank 3 generated by x, y, z, we use that the relations of 
U(F3(922)) are invariant under replacements with linear combinations of 
the free generators. Hence f (x + z, y) = 0 and, taking the homogeneous 
component of second degree with respect o z, we obtain 
h(x, y, z) = Y'. xazxbzxCyqx 
a+b+c=p-1 
-'[- E xdzxeY qZ + YNI(X, Y, Z) "+ h2(x , y, z )y  = 0 
d+e=p 
for some h t, h2 ~ U(F~(922)). In the notation of Lemma 1.1, using the 
same symbols x,y, z for denoting the generators of U(F3(92z)) and the 
elements of R, there exists a homomorphism 4>: U(F3(922)) --. R defined 
by 
~b(x) =x ,  4~(Y) =Y, ~b(z) =z .  
Hence h(x, y, z) = 0 in R. Since hi(x, y, z) and hz(x, y, z) are homoge- 
neous of degree 2 with respect o z, we obtain that hl(X , y, z), hz(x , y, z) 
(C/M)e13 in the algebra R and yht(x , y, z) = ha(x, y, z)y = 0 in R. 
Similarly, 
E Xazxbzxcyqx ~ 0 
a+b+c~p-1 
in R and 
P P 
0 = h(x, y, z) = E xd2xP-dY qz = E ~la~P-d~?qe13 
d=O d=O 
2 Jb2  '12 13" 
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It is easy to see that the element (~1 + ~2)~-P-2 17~ does not belong to the 
submodule M of the A-module C, i.e., its image in C/M is different from 
0 and h(x, y, z) ~ 0 in R. Hence f(x, y) ~ 0 in U(F2(912)). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. For every two polynomials fl(x, y), f2(x, y) in the 
universal enveloping algebra U(F2(?I2)) of the free metabelian Lie algebra 
F2(?I 2) generated by x and y, the polynomials 
f ' (x ,y )  =xy2qx +yf l (x ,y )  +f2(x ,y )y ,  q > 1, 
f " (x ,y )  = xy2q+lx +y2f l (x ,y  ) +f2(x ,y )y  2, q > O, 
are different from O. 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 1.2, we may assume that the 
polynomials fl(x, y), f2(x, y) ~ U(F2(?I2)) are homogeneous of degree 2 
with respect o x and we may work in the algebra R in Lemma 1.1. For 
f '  ~ U(F2(?I2))we obtain in R 
f ' (e l2  + e23, 'r/2e22) ----- .t-12qel3 
which is different from 0. For f"  we consider 
~2q+l  e f" (e l2  -t- e23 , ~1el l  + ~2e22 -t- ~3e33) = 2 13" 
Again, the element ~aZq+l ~ C does not belong to the subspace M 
because it cannot be presented as a linear combination of the basis 
elements ~2a+l~l, ~2~2a+1"~3, ~2~: a(2~:s2 -- (2a + 1)(~: 1+ ~3)) of M which do 
not involve 7/2. This again means that f"  does not vanish on the metabelian 
subalgebra of R generated by e12 + e23 and ~aeaa + ~2e22 if- ~3e33 . 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let m > 1 and let G = (g> = GLm(K) be a cyclic 
group of finite order n invertible in K such that the matrix g has at least two 
eigenvalues of different multiplicative order. Then the algebra of G-invariants 
U(Fm(9~2)) v in the universal enveloping algebra U(Fm(9~z)) of the free 
metabelian Lie algebra Fm(?~ 2) is not finitely generated. 
Proof. Since the variety 9~ 2 is defined by a multilinear identity, as we 
have mentioned in the beginning of the section, without loss of generality 
we may assume that the field K is algebraically closed and g acts on the 
basis x a . . . . .  x m of V m by g(x i)=~ixi,~i ~K,  i=  1 . . . . .  m. Let us as- 
sume that the roots of unity ~1 and ~2 are of orders k a and k z, 
respectively, and k I > k 2. Since the algebra of invariants U(Fm(9~z)) C is 
spanned by all monomials xil ... xis, where ~il "'" ~is = 1, and is multi- 
graded, it is sufficient o show that its subalgebra of all invariants f (x  1, x 2) 
is not finitely generated. Hence, we may assume that g is a 2 x 2 matrix 
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with eigenvalues £ and ~/of different multiplicative order a and b, where 
a < b and the free metabelian Lie algebra of rank 2 is generated by x and 
y. Let c be the smallest positive integer such that £c belongs to the 
multiplicative subgroup of K generated by ~/. By [8, Lemma 1], the algebra 
of invariants U(F2(gX2)) a contains monomials of degree c with respect o 
x and does not contain monomials of lower degree with respect o x. If d 
is the greatest common divisor of a and b, then a = cd and, if b = b'd, 
then the inequality a > b gives that c > b' and c > 2. Hence, as in the 
proofs of [8, Theorem 1] and [5, Theorem 2.6], if the algebra of invariants 
is finitely generated, then there exists a finite number of invariants 
Ul . . . . .  u~ which are monomials of degree c with respect o x and such 
that every invariant x c- lytx has the presentation 
xc - ly tx  = £ O~irsyrbuiy sb, Olir s ~ K. 
r+s>O 
If c > 2 this contradicts Proposition 1.2. So, let c = 2. Then b' = 1 and 
a = 2b. If the integer b is odd and xytx is an invariant, then xyt+bx is also 
an invariant and the integers t and t + b are of different parity. Hence, 
there exists an infinite number of invariant monomials of the form xyZtx 
and we obtain the contradiction by applying Proposition 1.3. If b is even, 
then for sufficiently large t the invariants xytx have the presentation 
m'x = y f,l(x, y) + f,2(x, y)y2 
for some polynomials ftl, ft2 E U(F2(1~2)). For t odd this contradicts the 
first part of Proposition 1.3 and for t even the second part. 
Now we state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let m > 1 and let G = (g) c GLm(K) be a cyclic group 
of finite order n invertible in the infinite base field K such that the matrix g has 
at least two eigenvalues of different multiplicative order. Let ~ be a variety of 
Lie algebras. Then the algebra of G-invariants U(Fm(2~)) a in the universal 
enveloping algebra U(Fm(29)) of the relatively free Lie algebra Fm(2~) is 
finitely generated if and only if the variety 29 is locally nilpotent. 
Proof. If the variety 2~ is locally nilpotent, then the relatively free 
algebra Fro(29) is finite dimensional, the algebra U(Fm(933)) is Noetherian, 
and the algebra of invariants U(Fm(2~)) G is finitely generated. Let us 
assume that 2~ is not locally nilpotent. By the theorem of Zelmanov [16] 
that the Engel identity implies the local nilpotency for varieties of Lie 
algebras, 2]3 does not satisfy any Engel identity x2(ad~xl)= 0. By the 
well-known dichotomy that either the variety of Lie algebras 2~ satisfies 
the Engel identity for some k or 2I} contains the metabelian variety g[ 2 
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we obtain that there is a natural homomorphism U(F~(29)) ~ U(Fm(~2)). 
Since the order of the group G is invertible in the field K, as in [6], every 
invariant in U(F~(9~2)) can be lifted to an invariant in U(Fm(29)). Hence, 
if the algebra U(Fm(29)) is finitely generated, then so is U(F~(gA2)). Of 
course, this contradicts Proposition 1.4. 
2. E IGENVALUES OF THE SAME ORDER 
Let K be an infinite field and let G = (g )  be a cyclic subgroup of 
GL,n(K) such that its order n is invertible in K. As in the previous ection, 
we shall assume that K is algebraically closed and g is a diagonal matrix. 
Our main purpose will be to examine the case g(xi) = ,~ixi, when all ~i 
are of the same multiplicative order, i = 1, . . . ,  m. 
We shall denote by 92 c 9~ the variety of nilpotent of class c-by-abelian 
Lie algebras, defined by the identity 
[[xl ,  x2] . . . . .  [Xz¢+l,x2c+21] = 0. (2.1) 
THEOREM 2.1. Let K be an infinite field and let G = (g ) be a finite cyclic 
subgroup of GLm(K) of order n invertible in K and such that all eigenvalues 
of g have the same multiplicative order. Then for every subvariety 29 of the 
variety of Lie algebra ~c9~, the algebra of invariants U(Fm(29)) a is finitely 
generated. 
Proof. Since the finite generation of the algebra of invariants is inher- 
ited by homomorphic images of algebras with G-action, it is sufficient o 
consider 29 = 92c9~. A basis of the algebra Fm(?~9~) can be obtained 
from the results of Shmelkin [15] on free polynilpotent groups and Lie 
algebras. For our purposes we need a weaker result, namely that the 
commutator ideal of the algebra F=(~ 9~) is spanned by all elements 
v = [u h . . . .  , uj,], (2.2) 
where 1 ___ s < c, and each commutator u~, = [x i~,xi2 . . . .  , x~] satisfies 
i I > i 2 < ... < i n, n = 2,3 . . . . .  Let U = U(F,n(92cg.l)) be the universal 
enveloping algebra of Fm(~c~l). By the Poincar6-Birldaoff-Witt theorem 
U has a basis consisting of the elements, 
t 
x~ 1 "'" x,~ m I-I v~, (2.3) 
j= l  
where the commutators vj are as in (2.2) and form a basis of the 
commutator ideal of Fro(92 C 9~). 
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Since g acts diagonally on Vm, we may choose a basis of the algebra of 
invariants U c contained in the basis (2.3) of U. Then we choose a minimal 
multihomogeneous set of generators for U 6, i.e., we may choose it in such 
a way that none of the generators may be expressed in the form u = Ev iw ~ 
with v~ and w~ invariants of lower degree. We shall prove the theorem by 
showing that in the presentation (2.3) of every element of the minimal 
generating set of the algebra of generators we have ai < n, i = 1 . . . . .  m, 
and both the length of commutators vj and their exponents bj, j = 1, . . . ,  t, 
are bounded. 
Let the minimal generating set contain some invariant of the kind vx'/w, 
where v and w are homogeneous polynomials. Since ~ --- ~i is a primitive 
nth root of unity and g(v)  = ~sv for some s = 0, 1 . . . . .  n - 1, g(x  i) = ~xi, 
then g(vx~-O = vx n-~ and vx?-"  is a G-invariant of lower degree. Hence 
the exponents a~ are bounded by n for all i = 1, . . . ,  m. 
Consider a single commutator vj in a generator of U a written as a 
product in the form (2.3). I f  vj has the presentation vj = v = [uj, . . . .  , u j ]  
as in (2.2), i.e., if the entries of vj are commutators, then by the identity 
(2.1) the length s of v i is bounded by c. Now we shall bound the length of 
each commutator 
uji ~ [Xil, Xi 2 . . . .  'X ip] - '~' [X i l 'X i2 'X l [  . . . .  'Xx . . . .  'Xm . . . .  'Xmjll 
hi hm 
= [x, l ,x ,2] (adhlx  d ... (adhox ) 
participating in v i in (2.3). If h k >__ 2n - 1 for some k = 1 . . . . .  m, then we 
present the invariant (2.3) as a linear combination of polynomials of the 
form Wl(W2(ad2"- lxk))W3, where wl, w2, w 3 are words in the generators 
Xl , . . . ,  x m and use that 
Wl(W2(ad2n- lXk) )W3 = Wl[W2, Xk,...,Xk]W3_ 
2n - 1 
E 2n 1 ( m),wlx n_l_i i = -- W2XkW 3 • 
i=0 
Since either i > n or 2n - 1 - i > n, we obtain that the invariant is a sum 
of products U'Xk un ,t for some words u',  u". As in the considerations for 
bounding the degrees a i we obtain that the invariant belongs to the 
subalgebra generated by invariants of lower degree. In this way, every 
commutator uj, = [xi~ . . . . .  x/°] is of length < 2 + m(2n - 2) and the total 
length of vj in (2.3) is bounded by (2 + rn(2n - 2))c. 
Finally, we shall show that the exponent bj of each commutator vj is 
bounded. If  u and v are two commutators, then the identity (2.1) yields 
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that 
v(adCu) = [v, u!LL_,u ] =0,  
c 
uCv = f l(u, v)u, f l (u, v) e U, (2.4) 
and the polynomial fl(u, v) is linear with respect o v. In this way, we may 
move to the right one u provided u occurs with exponent c. The multiple 
application of (2.4) gives 
= e U .  (2 .5 )  
We shall prove by induction on s that given a product of commutators 
uPsu1U2 .. .  Vs~ 
if p~ is sufficiently large, then we can move a power u n to the right, the 
base of the induction s = 0 and P0 = n being trivial. Let p~ = cSn and let, 
for Ps- 1 = cs- in, 
uP~-IuI  "'" Us-1 ~- f s - I (U 'U1  . . . . .  Us - l )  un '  f s -1  E U. 
Then, applying (2.5), we obtain 
uPsu1u2 . . .  U s -~ (uc)Ps-IU1U2 .. .  U s 
= v ), s-lv2 ... vs = h , , (u ,  v2 . . . . .  v , )u" .  
Therefore the exponent bj of every commutator vj in (2.3) is bounded and 
the algebra of the invariants U G is finitely generated. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let K be a field of characteristic 0 and let the variety of 
Lie algebras f~ satisfy all polynomial identities of some finite dimensional 
solvable Lie algebra. If G = (g) c GLm(K) is a finite cyclic group and the 
eigenvalues of the matrix g are of the same multiplicative order, then the 
algebra of invariants U( Fm( ~ )) G is finitely generated. 
Proof. We embed the finite dimensional solvable Lie algebra L into 
the tensor product K" ~k L, where R" is the algebraic losure of K. By the 
theorem of Lie, the finite dimensional solvable Lie g-algebra K ¢gk L is 
isomorphic to a subalgebra of the algebra of k X k upper triangular 
matrices for some k. Since the latter satisfies the polynomial identity (2.1) 
for c = k - 1, it is sufficient o apply Theorem 2.1. 
Combining our results with that of Fisher-Montgomery [8]we obtain a 
complete description of the finite cyclic linear groups G such that the 
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algebra of invariants U(Fm(29)) a is finitely generated for all varieties of 
Lie algebras 29. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let K be an infinite field and let the finite cyclic 
subgroup of GLm(K) be of order invertible in K. Then the algebra of 
invariants U(Fm( 29 )) G is finitely generated for all varieties of Lie algebras 29 
if and only if the generator g of G is a scalar matrix in GLm( K). 
Proof. If the generator~ of G is a scalar matrix, then the algebra of 
invariants K(xa , . . . , x  m) is finitely generated. Since the algebra 
U(Fm(29)) G is a homomorphic mage of K(x  I . . . .  , Xm) G, it is also finitely 
generated for all varieties of Lie algebras 29. Now, if g has different 
eigenvalues, then by Theorem 1.5, the algebra of invariants U(Fm(29)) G is 
not finitely generated for any nonnilpotent variety of Lie algebras 29. 
Therefore, we have to consider the case when the nonscalar matrix g has 
eigenvalues of the same multiplicative order. Let ~ k be the variety of Lie 
algebras generated by the algebra Slk(K) of all traceless k x k matrices. It 
is well known (see Razmyslov [14]) that Fm(~k) is isomorphic to the Lie 
subalgebra generated by x I . . . .  , x m in the associative relatively free alge- 
bra Fm(~/~t~ k) in the k x k matrix variety ~ff~k. Hence Fm(~J~ k) is an 
enveloping algebra of Fm(~ k) and is a homomorphic mage of the univer- 
sal enveloping algebra U k = U(Fm(~k)). In this way, the finite generation 
of Uk c would imply the finite generation of Fm(~k)  c which for sufficiently 
large k contradicts the theorem of Fisher-Montgomery [8]. Hence Uk c is 
not finitely generated for sufficiently large k and this completes the proof. 
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